
 

 

8.2 Sampling Distributions – Sample Means 

Importance: 10 

 
1.  Sampling Distributions: Review 

 There are a huge number of sample means you could get when you sample 

from a population.  The set of all sample means for sample size n makes the 

sampling distribution of sample means. 

 

 Today we’re going to look at the sampling distribution of sample means.  

Later we’ll look at the sampling distribution of sample proportions. 

 

So, here’s a critical question:   

 

What is the mean and standard deviation of the 

sampling distribution of sample means? 

 

This is a HUGELY important question, because knowing this will tell us how 

accurate our sample mean is relative to the population mean!!!  

 

(bouncy finger) 

 

2.  The Most Important Four-Part Rule in all of Statistics 

Assume you take a sample of size n from a population of mean μ and standard 

deviation σ.   

       Let x
  = the mean of the sampling distribution of sample means 

       Let x
  = the standard deviation of the sampling distribution of sample means 

 

Then FOUR things are true: 

 

1)  x
  .   Always. 

* The sample means are centered at the population mean. Useful! Important! This 

tells us we’re in the ballpark with a sample mean. 

But! If the standard deviation is really big, then our sample mean could be 

way off…  



 

2)  x
n


  .   

-Always true if the population is infinite.   

-Approximately true if the population is finite and n ≤ 0.10N  (the sample size is 

less than 10% of the population). 

 

*Awesome!! Why Mr. Simon? 

 Which has a higher standard deviation, the population, or our sampling 

distribution of sample means? 

The sample means are less variable than the population itself 

****AND the bigger n is, the closer x  is likely to be!**** 

 

3)  When the population distribution is approximately normal, then the sampling 

distribution of x  is approximately normal too for any size n. 

*Extremely nice if we’re a normal population.  We will use this to figure out 

exactly how accurate our sample mean is if our population is normal, as you will 

see.  But what if it isn’t normal?? 

 

 

4)  (The Central Limit Theorem)   

When n is sufficiently large (in practice, n > 30), then the sampling distribution of 

x  is approximately normal, even when the population isn’t normal at all. 

 

*COOL!! We began to see this last time when we took samples of size n = 2 and 

size n = 25.  

This theorem alone is a NINE in importance in statistics, as it will allow us 

to use z-scores to figure out how accurate our sample mean is, regardless of the 

shape of the population!! 

 

All four parts taken together are a TEN. 

 

 

3.  Example: 

Suppose you have an infinite population with mean 70 with standard deviation 10. 

Suppose you take samples of size 50. 

What can you tell me about the sampling distribution? 

 

Answer 

The mean of the sampling distribution of sample means is 70. 

The standard deviation of the sampling distribution of sample means is 
10

1.414
50

   

The shape is approximate normal, because the sample size 50 > 30. 


